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Powerful and often controversial, news pictures promise
to make the world at once immediate and knowable. Yet
while many great writers and thinkers have evaluated
photographs of atrocity and crisis, few have sought to set
these images in a broader context by defining the rich
and diverse history of news pictures in their many forms.
For the first time, this volume defines what counts as a
news picture, how pictures are selected and distributed,
where they are seen and how we critique and value
them. Presenting the best new thinking on this
fascinating topic, this book considers the news picture
over time, from the dawn of the illustrated press in the
nineteenth century, through photojournalism’s heyday
and the rise of broadcast news and newsreels in the
twentieth century and into today’s digital platforms. It
examines the many kinds of images: sport, fashion,
society, celebrity, war, catastrophe and exoticism; and
many mediums, including photography, painting, wood
engraving, film and video. Packed with the best research
and full colour-illustrations throughout, this book will
appeal to students and readers interested in how news
and history are key sources of our rich visual culture.
Digital Photography addresses the novice who wants to
learn the basics of digital imaging and image
manipulation. The material is presented in an
entertaining yet informative way, providing hints and
encouragement without going into too much technical
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detail.
Social change in the twenty-first century is shaped by
both demographic changes associated with ageing
societies and significant technological change and
development. Outlining the basic principles of a new
academic field, Socio-gerontechnology, this book
explores common conceptual, theoretical and
methodological ideas that become visible in the critical
scholarship on ageing and technology at the intersection
of Age Studies and Science and Technology Studies
(STS). Comprised of 15 original chapters, three
commentaries and an afterword, the book explores how
ageing and technology are already interconnected and
constantly being intertwined in Western societies. Topics
addressed cover a broad variety of socio-material
domains, including care robots, the use of social media,
ageing-in-place technologies, the performativity of user
involvement and public consultations, dementia care and
many others. Together, they provide a unique
understanding of ageing and technology from a social
sciences and humanities perspective and contribute to
the development of new ontologies, methodologies and
theories that might serve as both critique of and
inspiration for policy and design. International in scope,
including contributions from the United Kingdom,
Canada, the United States, Australia, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Austria, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden,
Socio-gerontechnology is an agenda-setting text that will
provide an introduction for students and early career
researchers as well as for more established scholars
who are interested in ageing and technology.
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"Fortieth Anniversary edition"-- Title page.
Photography: The Essential Way is a departure from
tradition that moves boldly into the digital age with you.
This new book embraces the new photography that is
captured, shaped, transmitted, printed, and saved
electronically, while retaining coverage of film and its
exposure and development. Comprehensive coverage of
essential topics such as digital and film cameras, lenses,
exposure, sensors and film, and developing black-andwhite film.
This timely handbook examines the most contemporary,
controversial and cutting-edge issues related to the
involvement of volunteers in the fields of events, sport
and tourism. Split into thematic sections, the primary
areas covered include: key disciplinary approaches to
understanding volunteerism, international contexts,
managing volunteers, the impacts and legacies of
volunteering and future trends in these sectors including
online and digital volunteering. Commonalities and
differences of volunteering in these sectors are drawn
out throughout the volume. A diverse range of case
studies are examined including the 2007 UEFA Under 21
Championship hosted by Poland, the development of the
Appalachian National Scenic Trail, the Vancouver,
London and Pyeong Chang Olympic Games, Belgium’s
National Day in 2019, the Puffing Billy railway in
Australia, as well as many other examples looking at
destination services organizations, museums, grassroots
associations, corporate events, community events and
visitor attractions. Drawing on the academic and practical
expertise of over 50 authors from across the globe, the
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handbook provides an invaluable resource for all those
with an interest in volunteering in these sectors,
encouraging dialogue across disciplinary boundaries and
areas of study in order to advance volunteering research
and practice in the fields of events, sport and tourism.
The sixth edition of the highly successful The City
Reader juxtaposes the very best classic and
contemporary writings on the city to provide the
comprehensive mapping of the terrain of Urban Studies
and Planning old and new. The City Reader is the
anchor volume in the Routledge Urban Reader Series
and is now integrated with all ten other titles in the
series. This edition has been extensively updated and
expanded to reflect the latest thinking in each of the
disciplinary areas included and in topical areas such as
compact cities, urban history, place making, sustainable
urban development, globalization, cities and climate
change, the world city network, the impact of technology
on cities, resilient cities, cities in Africa and the Middle
East, and urban theory. The new edition places greater
emphasis on cities in the developing world, globalization
and the global city system of the future. The plate
sections have been revised and updated. Sixty generous
selections are included: forty-four from the fifth edition,
and sixteen new selections, including three newly written
exclusively for The City Reader. The sixth edition keeps
classic writings by authors such as Ebenezer Howard,
Ernest W. Burgess, LeCorbusier, Lewis Mumford, Jane
Jacobs, and Louis Wirth, as well as the best
contemporary writings of, among others, Peter Hall,
Manuel Castells, David Harvey, Saskia Sassen, and
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Kenneth Jackson. In addition to newly commissioned
selections by Yasser Elshestawy, Peter Taylor, and
Lawrence Vale, new selections in the sixth edition
include writings by Aristotle, Peter Calthorpe, Alberto
Camarillo, Filip DeBoech, Edward Glaeser, David Owen,
Henri Pirenne, The Project for Public Spaces, Jonas
Rabinovich and Joseph Lietman, Doug Saunders, and
Bish Sanyal. The anthology features general and section
introductions as well as individual introductions to the
selected articles introducing the authors, providing
context, relating the selection to other selection, and
providing a bibliography for further study. The sixth
edition includes fifty plates in four plate sections,
substantially revised from the fifth edition.
Celebrating 30 years of Dazed’s boundary-pushing
storytelling at the forefront of youth culture, this book
reveals the past, present, and future of Dazed through its
bold cover designs and manifesto-like headlines. In
1991, the first issue of Dazed & Confused was released
as a single A2 foldout newsprint by a then 20-year-old
Jefferson Hack and the photographer Rankin. Now, 30
years later, what began as a print magazine has gone on
to provoke a change in consciousness, becoming a vital
cultural manifesto for today. Created for an audience that
wants to be both informed and inspired to imagine, its
radical approach to publishing means that Dazed is still
at the forefront of youth culture today. Split into ten
chapters—taken from the magazine’s most memorable
cover lines—this book explores how these early
manifestos reflect the magazine’s ethos today. Timetraveling from the ’90s to now, a new generation of
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image makers sit side by side with archival materials to
showcase how Dazed has always interpreted celebrity
through its own boundary-pushing lens: from Alexander
McQueen and David Bowie’s first official, recorded
conversation and the designer’s “Fashion-Able?” cover,
to a rare appearance and guest-edit by Chelsea
Manning, to rapper Young Thug shot by Harley Weir.

“Open Water is tender poetry, a love song to Black
art and thought, an exploration of intimacy and
vulnerability between two young artists learning to be
soft with each other in a world that hardens against
Black people.”—Yaa Gyasi, author of HOMEGOING
In a crowded London pub, two young people meet.
Both are Black British, both won scholarships to
private schools where they struggled to belong, both
are now artists—he a photographer, she a
dancer—and both are trying to make their mark in a
world that by turns celebrates and rejects them.
Tentatively, tenderly, they fall in love. But two people
who seem destined to be together can still be torn
apart by fear and violence, and over the course of a
year they find their relationship tested by forces
beyond their control. Narrated with deep intimacy,
Open Water is at once an achingly beautiful love
story and a potent insight into race and masculinity
that asks what it means to be a person in a world
that sees you only as a Black body; to be vulnerable
when you are only respected for strength; to find
safety in love, only to lose it. With gorgeous, soulful
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intensity, and blistering emotional intelligence, Caleb
Azumah Nelson gives a profoundly sensitive portrait
of romantic love in all its feverish waves and
comforting beauty. This is one of the most essential
debut novels of recent years, heralding the arrival of
a stellar and prodigious young talent.
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any
subject--based on one of the world's most popular
online courses and the bestselling book A Mind for
Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular
online companion course "Learning How to Learn"
have empowered more than two million learners of
all ages from around the world to master subjects
that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask
how they can help their kids master these skills as
well. Now in this new book for kids and teens, the
authors reveal how to make the most of time spent
studying. We all have the tools to learn what might
not seem to come naturally to us at first--the secret
is to understand how the brain works so we can
unlock its power. This book explains: • Why
sometimes letting your mind wander is an important
part of the learning process • How to avoid "rut
think" in order to think outside the box • Why having
a poor memory can be a good thing • The value of
metaphors in developing understanding • A simple,
yet powerful, way to stop procrastinating Filled with
illustrations, application questions, and exercises,
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this book makes learning easy and fun.
The natural and man-made cataclysmic events of
the 11 March 2011 disaster, or 3.11, have
dramatically altered the status quo of contemporary
Japanese society. While much has been written
about the social, political, economic, and technical
aspects of the disaster, this volume represents one
of the first in-depth explorations of the cultural
responses to the devastating tsunami, and in
particular the ongoing nuclear disaster of
Fukushima. This book explores a wide range of
cultural responses to the Fukushima nuclear
calamity by analyzing examples from literature,
poetry, manga, theatre, art photography,
documentary and fiction film, and popular music.
Individual chapters examine the changing
positionality of post-3.11 northeastern Japan and the
fear-driven conflation of time and space in near-butfar urban centers; explore the political subversion
and nostalgia surrounding the Fukushima disaster;
expose the ambiguous effects of highly gendered
representations of fear of nuclear threat; analyze the
musical and poetic responses to disaster; and
explore the political potentialities of theatrical
performances. By scrutinizing various media
narratives and taking into account national and local
perspectives, the book sheds light on cultural texts of
power, politics, and space. Providing an insight into
the post-disaster Zeitgeist as expressed through a
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variety of media genres, this book will be of interest
to students and scholars of Japanese Studies,
Japanese Culture, Popular Culture, and Literature
Studies.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that youselect the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for
each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition,you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages
Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have
to purchase a new access code. Access codes
Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check
with the seller prior to purchase. -- This access code
card gives you access to all of MySearchLab's tools
and resources, including a complete eText of your
book. You can also buy immediate access to
MySearchLab with Pearson eText online with a
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credit card atwww.mysearchlab.com. The most
comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's
photography students Photography 11th edition
offers an in-depth approach to photography that
spans the ever-changing landscape of photography
— from dark-room to digital print. This edition
presents all facets of photography, laying out what
you need to know to make photographs with digital
tools as well as the integral steps to perfecting film
print. MyArtsLab is an integral part of the
London/Upton/Stone program. Key learning
applications include videos, simulations, and
MediaShare. A better teaching and learning
experience This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience—for you and your
students. Here's how: Personalize Learning –
MyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program. It helps students prepare for
class and instructor gauge individual and class
performance. Improve Critical Thinking — Visual aids
and detailed coverage of key elements help students
examine art more critically . Engage Students —
Updated images, MyArtsLab, and the clarity of the
text provide a wonderful engaging student
experience. Support Instructors — Instructor
resources are available in one convenient location.
Figures, videos, and teacher support materials
create a dynamic, engaging course.
In a richly illustrated essay, curator and critic
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Antwaun Sargent addresses a radical transformation
taking place in fashion, art, and the visual vocabulary
around beauty and the body. In The New Black
Vanguard, fifteen artist portfolios and a series of
conversations feature the brightest contemporary
fashion photographers. Their images and stories
chart the history of inclusion (and exclusion) in the
creation of the Black fashion image, while
simultaneously proposing a brilliantly reenvisioned
future.
A personal and expert account of the artists and
events that defined the medium's first 50 years - now
in paperback Since the introduction of portable
consumer electronics nearly a half century ago,
artists throughout the world have adapted their latest
technologies to art-making. In this new paperback
edition of her acclaimed book, curator Barbara
London traces the history of video art as it
transformed into the broader field of media art - from
analog to digital, small TV monitors to wall-scale
projections, and clunky hardware to user-friendly
software. In doing so, she reveals how video evolved
from fringe status to be seen as one of the foremost
art forms of today.
This text brings together articles covering the whole
spectrum of cyberspace and related new
technologies to explore the ways in which new
technologies are reshaping cultural forms and
practices at the turn of the century. The reader is
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divided into thematic sections focusing on key issues
such as subcultures in cyberspace, posthumanism
and cyberbodies, and pop-cultural depictions of
human-machine interaction. Each section features:
an introduction locating the essays in their
theoretical and technological context; editor's
introduction and accompanying user's guide; and an
extensive bibliography. Issues include: theoretical
approaches to cyberculture; representations in fiction
and on film; the development of distinct cybersubcultures; and feminist and queer approaches
within cyberculture.
A collection of photographs made by studio
photographers throughout the United States
provides a record of America's rites of passage, daily
rituals, prize possessions, and everyday activities
from the mid-nineteenth century on
Emphasizing the understanding of images and their
influences on how they affect our attitudes, beliefs,
and actions, this fully updated sixth edition offers
consequential ways of looking at images from the
perspectives of photographers, critics, theoreticians,
historians, curators, and editors. It invites informed
conversations about meanings and implications of
images, providing multiple and sometimes conflicting
answers to questions such as: What are
photographs? Should they be called art? Are they
ethical? What are their implications for self, society,
and the world? From showing how critics verbalize
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what they see in images and how they persuade us
to see similarly, to dealing with what different
photographs might mean, the book posits that some
interpretations are better than others and explains
how to deliberate among competing interpretations.
It looks at how the worth of photographs is judged
aesthetically and socially, offering samples and
practical considerations for both studio critiques for
artists and professional criticism for public
audiences. This book is a clear and accessible guide
for students of art history, photography and criticism,
as well as anyone interested in carefully looking at
and talking about photographs and their effects on
the world in which we live.
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for
today's photography students Photography 11th
edition offers an in-depth approach to photography
that spans the ever-changing landscape of
photography -- from dark-room to digital print. This
edition presents all facets of photography, laying out
what you need to know to make photographs with
digital tools as well as the integral steps to perfecting
film print. My_Lab is an integral part of the
London/Upton/Stone program. Key learning
applications include videos, simulations, and
MediaShare. A better teaching and learning
experience The teaching and learning experience
with this program helps to: Personalize Learning MyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
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assessment program. It helps students prepare for
class and instructor gauge individual and class
performance. Improve Critical Thinking -- Visual aids
and detailed coverage of key elements help students
examine art more critically . Engage Students -Updated images, MyArtsLab, and the clarity of the
text provide a wonderful engaging student
experience. Support Instructors -- Instructor
resources are available in one convenient location.
Figures, videos, and teacher support materials
create a dynamic, engaging course. NOTE: This is
the standalone book if you want the Book/Access
Card order the ISBN below: 0205960081 /
9780205960088 Photography Plus NEW MyArtsLab
with eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of 0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW
MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access
Card 0205933807 / 9780205933808 Photography
Catalog of an exhibition held at the Museum of
Modern Art, New York, Aug. 10-Nov. 3, 2013.
Photography has dramatically changed in recent
years. Students studying photography now need to
be cognizant of the ?old darkroom ways? while
gaining state-of-the-art skills in the digital world. This
book includes discussions of film-based camera and
darkroom techniques plus in-depth instruction on
digital photographic and darkroom techniques.
Important as those skills are, they aren?t the only
kinds of knowledge required for the beginning
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photographer. It is no longer enough to simply teach
the ?how-to? of photography. Visual literacy has
become a vital element in education from early
school years through college. In this textbook
photography is investigated as a visual art similar to
other art forms. References to social, political, art,
music, and theater history are available to readers
as they study the power and significance of the
medium. Students not only learn how to make
photographs, they learn how to evaluate their
photographs from both technical and aesthetic
viewpoints. Photographs from early non-silver
processes to postmodern images adorn this book.
Subject matter ranges from weddings and sporting
events to photos taken from outer space. Readers
are introduced to professionals in their respective
photographic fields and learn something about those
specialties. The overall package is a textbook that
teaches the essentials (both traditional and digital) of
camera and darkroom photography and also
broadens the reader?s understanding of
photography and its impact on society.
Teaches basic digital photography techniques,
including exposure, focus, lighting, file formats, file
storage, the equipment and materials available, and
how to use Adobe Photoshop Elements iPhoto to
edit images.
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for
today's photography students Photography 11th
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edition offers an in-depth approach to photography
that spans the ever-changing landscape of
photography - from dark-room to digital print. This
edition presents all facets of photography, laying out
what you need to know to make photographs with
digital tools as well as the integral steps to perfecting
film print. My_Lab is an integral part of the
London/Upton/Stone program. Key learning
applications include videos, simulations, and
MediaShare. A better teaching and learning
experience The teaching and learning experience
with this program helps to: *Personalize LearningMyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program. It helps students prepare for
class and instructor gauge individual and class
performance. * Improve Critical Thinking - Visual
aids and detailed coverage of key elements help
students examine art more critically . *Engage
Students- Updated images, MyArtsLab, and the
clarity of the text provide a wonderful engaging
student experience. *Support Instructors - Instructor
resources are available in one convenient
location.Figures, videos, and teacher support
materials create a dynamic, engaging course.
NOTE: This is the standalone book if you want the
Book/Access Card order the ISBN below:
0205960081 / 9780205960088 Photography Plus
NEW MyArtsLab with eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of 0205206565 / 9780205206568
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NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack
Access Card 0205933807 / 9780205933808
Photography
Foreword by Skip Cohen Translating the chaos of
the real world into a breathtakingly simple, beautiful
photograph can often seem like an impossible task.
With busy, cluttered backgrounds and subjects who
don’t know how to pose, how can you take control
and get a great shot no matter the situation? In
Picture Perfect Practice, photographer Roberto
Valenzuela breaks down the craft of photography
into three key elements–locations, poses, and
execution–that you can use to unlock the
photographic opportunities lying beneath every
challenging situation. Valenzuela stresses the need
for photographers to actively practice their craft
every day–just like you would practice a musical
instrument–in order to master the art of making great
images. With chapters that offer practice exercises
to strengthen your photographic abilities, you’ll learn
how to approach a scene, break it down, and see
your way to a great photograph. The Location
section features chapters that cover symmetry,
balance, framing, color elements, textures, and
much more. The Posing section includes the Five
Key Posing Techniques that Valenzuela uses every
time he’s shooting people, as well as a complete list
of poses and how to achieve, customize, and perfect
them. The Execution portion, with sections like
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“Lighting through Direction” and “Simplicity through
Subtraction,” reveals Valenzuela’s overall approach
to getting the shot. The book also includes an
inspiring and helpful chapter on deliberate practice
techniques, where Valenzuela describes his system
for practicing and analyzing his work, which leads to
constant improvement as a photographer. If you’ve
been frustrated and overwhelmed by the challenges
of real-world locations, posing your subjects, or
executing a great image–or if you simply want to
become a better shooter but don’t know where to
start–Picture Perfect Practice gives you the tools and
information you need to finally become the kind of
photographer you’ve always wanted to be: the kind
who can confidently walk into any location, under
any lighting condition, with any subject, and know
that you can create astonishing photographs that
have a timeless impact.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for
each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages
Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or
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renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have
to purchase a new access code. Access codes
Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check
with the seller prior to purchase. -- This 12 month
access code care gives you access to all of
MyArtsLab's tools and resources, including a
complete eText of your book. You can also buy
immediate access to MyArtsLab with Pearson eText
online with a credit card at www.myartslab.com The
London, Upton, Stone series has helped over
1,000,000 photography students capture their
potential. The new 8th edition of A Short Course in
Photography introduces students to the
fundamentals of photography and suggests ways in
which they might create photographs that have
meaning. With a special focus on black and white
photography, the book also explores digital
techniques and web photography resources,
equipment, cameras and camera accessories, the
exposure and development of film, and the making
and finishing of prints. All aspects of the process are
explained and illustrated clearly in two-page
spreads, each of which addresses a self-contained
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topic.
Demonstrates basic techniques in digital photography
Modeled after the widely used A Short Course in
Photography:Film and Darkroom, the third edition of A Short
Course in Photography: Digital presents photography entirely
in its current, electronic form. This brief title demonstrates
greater emphasis on the most up-to-date learning techniques,
allowing students to keep up with modern technology. A Short
Course in Photography: Digital teaches readers to emphasize
their choices in picture making by presenting in depth basic
techniques of photography. In additional to covering the basic
techniques of photography, this title covers the impact of
computers on this important art form. MyArtsLab is an integral
part of the London / Stone program. Engaging activities and
assessment are part of a teaching and learning system that
helps students gain a broader understanding of photography.
With MyArtsLab, students can explore in-depth analyses of
relevant artwork, architecture, artistic techniques, and more.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
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sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- 0205991602 / 9780205991600
A Short Course in Digital Photography Plus NEW MyArtsLab
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205998259 /
9780205998258 A Short Course in Digital Photography
Explores the fundamentals of photography A Short Course in
Photography: Film and Darkroom, 9/e introduces students to
the fundamentals of photography and suggests ways in which
they might create photographs that have meaning. With a
special focus on black and white photography, the book also
explores digital techniques and web photography resources,
equipment, cameras and camera accessories, the exposure
and development of film, and the making and finishing of
prints. All aspects of the process are explained and clearly
illustrated for students to access. Every pair of pages covers
a complete topic along with the accompanying illustrations,
diagrams, and photos. Students will be exposed to
photographs by some of the greatest artists, including
Deborah Willis, Roe Ethridge, Gordon Parks, Rebecca
Cummins, Javier Manzano, and Gueorgui Pinkhassov.
MyArtsLab is an integral part of the London / Stone program.
Engaging activities and assessment are part of a teaching
and learning system that helps students gain a broader
understanding of photography. With MyArtsLab, students can
explore in-depth analyses of relevant artwork, architecture,
artistic techniques, and more. 0133810356 / 9780133810356
A Short Course in Photography Plus NEW MyArtsLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson
eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205982433 /
9780205982431 Short Course in Photography, A ALERT:
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Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct
ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Real love . . . as seen on TV. A
plus-size bachelorette brings a fresh look to a reality show in
this razor-sharp, “divinely witty” (Entertainment Weekly)
debut. “Effortlessly fun and clever . . . I found the tension
impeccable . . . and that made my reading experience
incredibly propulsive. Read it in a day and a half.”—Emily
Henry, #1 bestselling author of Beach Read and The People
We Meet on Vacation NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY Time • NPR • Marie Claire • Mashable
Bea Schumacher is a devastatingly stylish plus-size fashion
blogger who has amazing friends, a devoted family, legions of
Insta followers—and a massively broken heart. Like the rest of
America, Bea indulges in her weekly obsession: the hit reality
show Main Squeeze. The fantasy dates! The kiss-off
rejections! The surprising amount of guys named Chad! But
Bea is sick and tired of the lack of body diversity on the show.
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Since when is being a size zero a prerequisite for getting
engaged on television? Just when Bea has sworn off dating
altogether, she gets an intriguing call: Main Squeeze wants
her to be its next star, surrounded by men vying for her
affections. Bea agrees, on one condition—under no
circumstances will she actually fall in love. She’s in this to
supercharge her career, subvert harmful beauty standards,
inspire women across America, and get a free hot air balloon
ride. That’s it. But when the cameras start rolling, Bea
realizes things are more complicated than she anticipated.
She’s in a whirlwind of sumptuous couture, Internet culture
wars, sexy suitors, and an opportunity (or two, or five) to find
messy, real-life love in the midst of a made-for-TV fairy tale.
In this joyful, wickedly observant debut, Bea has to decide
whether it might just be worth trusting these men—and
herself—for a chance to live happily ever after.
Light & Lens: Photography in the Digital Age is a
groundbreaking introductory book that clearly and concisely
provides the instruction and building blocks necessary to
create thought-provoking digitally based photographs. It is an
adventurous idea book that features numerous classroomtested assignments and exercises from leading photographic
educators to encourage you to critically explore and make
images from the photographers' eye, an aesthetic point of
view. Acquire a basic foundation for digital photography. Light
and Lens covers the fundamental concepts of image-making;
how to use today's digital technology to create compelling
images; and how to output and preserve images in the digital
world. Explore the history, theory and methods of digital
image-making. Light and Lens translates the enduring
aesthetics of art photography into the digital realm. You'll
view, capture and think about images from a new perspective.
Increase your ability to analyze, discuss and write about your
own work and the images of others. Learn with exercises and
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assignments by leading digital educators. Innovative
techniques will train your eye to make the strongest visual
statement. Solve visual problems and overcome image
challenges. Whether you use a digital SLR or a point-andshoot camera, you'll get new strategies to master
composition, design and light. View the full range of the digital
terrain with stunning images and commentary by over 190
international artists. Robert Hirsch is a renowned
photographer, educator, historian and writer. His book credits
include Photographic Possibilities: The Expressive Use of
Ideas, Materials and Processes; Exploring Color
Photography: From the Darkroom to the Digital Studio; and
Seizing the Light: A History of Photography. He has had
many one-person shows and curated numerous exhibitions.
Hirsch has also conducted many workshops and interviewed
eminent photographers of our time. The former executive
director of CEPA Gallery, he is now the director of Light
Research in Buffalo, New York, and on the Visual Studies
faculty of University of Buffalo/The State University of New
York.
This brief, updated edition presents the digital medium
entirely in its most updated form with greater emphasis on
integrating workflows throughout to make learning techniques
even simpler and the most up-to-date industry knowledge. In
additional to covering the basic techniques of photography,
this text covers the impact of computers on this important art
form. --from publisher description
In this groundbreaking work, Ariella Azoulay thoroughly
revises our understanding of the ethical status of
photography. It must, she insists, be understood in its
inseparability from the many catastrophes of recent history.
She argues that photography is a particular set of relations
between individuals and the powers that govern them and, at
the same time, a form of relations among equals that
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constrains that power. Anyone, even a stateless person, who
addresses others through photographs or occupies the
position of a photograph’s addressee, is or can become a
member of the citizenry of photography. The crucial
arguments of the book concern two groups that have been
rendered invisible by their state of exception: the Palestinian
noncitizens of Israel and women in Western societies.
Azoulay’s leading question is: Under what legal, political, or
cultural conditions does it become possible to see and show
disaster that befalls those with flawed citizenship in a state of
exception? The Civil Contract of Photography is an essential
work for anyone seeking to understand the disasters of recent
history and the consequences of how they and their victims
are represented.
With the proliferation of digital and social media, there has
never been a more dynamic time to engage with marketing
communications - and never has the integration of marketing
communications (marcoms) principles into a strategic
marketing plan been more challenging. Even the best product
in the world won’t sell without the right reach to your potential
customers and the right message to engage them. This
textbook applies a uniquely practical approach to the topic so
that, whilst a structured overview of planning, development,
implementation and evaluation of marketing communications
is in place, the detailed cases made available by the Institute
for Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) show how actual
challenges faced by professionals in the field were
addressed. This book will help you to develop the skills you
need to turn theory into the right integrated communication
plan, in order to succeed in an increasingly competitive
environment. Aided by a veritable wealth of pedagogical
features, Marketing Communications will be essential reading
for both students and professionals in marketing,
communications and public relations. This textbook also
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benefits from a companion website which includes a
comprehensive instructor’s guide with PowerPoint slides,
testbank questions and answer checklists.
Completely revised and updated throughout, Bryan
Peterson's classic guide to creativity helps photographers
visualize their work, and the world, in a whole new light by
developing their photographic vision. Fully revised with all
new photography, this best-selling guide takes a radical
approach to creativity by explaining that it is not an inherent
ability but a skill that can be learned and applied. Using
inventive photos from his own stunning portfolio, author and
veteran photographer Bryan Peterson deconstructs creativity
for photographers. He details the basic techniques that go
into not only taking a particular photo, but also provides
insights on how to improve upon it--helping readers avoid the
visual pitfalls and technical dead ends that can lead to dull,
uninventive photographs. This revised edition features a
complete section on color as a design element and all new
photographs to illustrate Peterson's points. Learning to See
Creatively is the definitive reference for any photographer
looking for a fresh perspective on their work.

A stunning celebration of girlhood around the world, from
the New York Times Featuring and photographed by
young women, This Is 18 is an immersive look at what it
means to be on the cusp of adulthood around the world
and across cultures. Twenty-two empowering and
uniquely personal profiles, expanded from the New York
Times interactive feature and curated by Gender Editor
Jessica Bennett, with Sandra Stevenson, Anya
Strzemien, and Sharon Attia, give teen readers a rare
glimpse at the realities and interests of their
contemporaries. With stunning photography and a gifty
design, This Is 18 is a perfect tribute to girlhood for
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readers of all ages.
PhotographyPearson College Division
Emma Harte rises from impoverished, pregnant servant
to the heights of wealth and power as she parlays a
small shop into the world's finest department store,
outwitting her enemies, seeking revenge on her
betrayers, and realizing her greatest dreams.
Features interviews with successful photographers from
different disciplines that discuss such topics as
inspiration, how a signature style is developed, and the
role of postproduction.
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